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Abstra t

This paper reports on ongoing resear h into
modal intera tion in dis ourse. In parti ular, a
lassi ation is presented method that was developed for this phenomenon during re ent orpus investigations. For a proper understanding
a short introdu tion to the topi has been inluded, as well as several examples from the orpus investigations and a brief dis ussion of the
relation with other phenomena of intera tion
in dis ourse: modal subordination, quanti ational subordination, E-type anaphora, tense
operators and dis ourse operators.

1 Modal intera tion in dis ourse

The topi of this paper is modal intera tion in
dis ourse. Therefore we start with a short introdu tion to this phenomenon. In the literature
most examples of modal intera tion are ases of
modal subordination, as in:
(1a) A lion might ome in.
(1b) It would eat you rst.
(1 ) It might eat me later.
(2a) A lion might ome in.
(2b) It might eat you rst.
(2 ) It might hoose me instead.
A super ial glan e at these dis ourses suggests
a representation as in:
(1)
(2)

3
3

p
p

^ 2q ^ 3r
^ 3q ^ 3r

But some further onsideration already suÆ es
to see that this annot be right. The appropriate interpretations of the examples require
intera tion of the modalities: what the lion will
do in the (b)-parts is to be onsidered only in

situations where the lion a tually has ome in,
as indi ated in the (a)-parts. As an attempt to
get this intera tion right, we ould try to get
away with a simple nesting of modalities:
(1)
(2)

3(
3(

p
p

^ 2(q ^ 3r ))
^ 3(q ^ 3r ))

But again it is easy to see that this won't do.
For one, the laim in (1b) learly is not that it
might be the ase that a lion omes in and would
eat you rst: so, we do not want anything like
3(p ^ 2q). (1b) laims that whenever a lion
omes in, it would eat you rst. And similarly
for (2b). Therefore, nesting the modalities is
not a good idea.
Furthermore, there is a notable distin tion in
the ( )-parts of the examples whi h is not a ounted for in either of the representationattempts: the information in (1 ) is about situations where a lion has ome in and eats you
rst. In example (2 ), however, we are just onsidering situations in whi h a lion has ome in.1
This means that, in the general ase, there is not
just one extra situation that we have to keep in
mind. Apart from the real world, there are several other options available as a ontext for the
interpretation of modal expressions. This fa t
is easily overlooked.
The best approximations of the meanings of the
examples in ordinary propositional modal logi
are as follows:
(1)

3

p

^ (p ! 2q )

1
Arguably it is even assumed that it has not eaten
you. But this seems to be a subtlety of the meaning
of instead, that we do not laim to represent here. See
for example (Asher, 1996) on the impli ations of su h
indi ators of ontrast.

(2)

^ (p ^ q ! 3r )

3

p

^ (p ! 3q )
^ (p ! 3r )

Cru ial fa ts about these approximations are:
(i) some form of onditionalisation is required;
(ii) the ante edents of the onditionals do not
ontain modalities. (i) is a good reason for des ribing the phenomenon as subordination. (ii)
is a on rmation of the observation above that
there is no nesting of modalities involved. Both
(i) and (ii) provide a serious obsta le for any attempt at a ompositional translation of modal
subordination into an ordinary modal language.
Although we do not ome lose to providing
su h a translation in this paper, this is one good
motivation for developing other languages for a
more areful analysis of the phenomenon.
We onsider yet another example of modal intera tion. This example is of a more omplex
kind than the ones usually onsidered in the literature.2 It shows that we are not just dealing with modal subordination (= onditionalisation), but that there is something more general
going on.
(3) Morgen kan ze zwanger zijn.
Het kan ook nog vandaag.
Het kan van de behanger zijn,
Of van een Franse zanger zijn,
Of iemand uit Den Haag.
In English:
(3') Tomorrow she might be pregnant.
Maybe already today.
It ould be from the handy man,
Or from the andy man,
Or someone from Torquay.
The modal approximation of this example follows the pattern:
(3 tomorrow
^ 3 today)
^ ( tomorrow _ today ! 3 handy-man)
^ ( tomorrow _ today ! 3 andy-man)
^ ( tomorrow _ today ! 3 torquay)
2

This example is from the famous Dut h song Op een
, lyri s: A. S hmidt, musi : H. Bannink. The English `translation' is literary rather than
literal.

mooie Pinksterdag

The example shows that apart from the familiar subordination e e ts also more involved patterns of intera tion are available. In (3) the `ante edent' of the modal intera tion is formed as
the union of two options mentioned in the disourse sofar: tomorrow or today. The options
mentioned then form a list of alternatives that
ould be the ase in this `ante edent'-situation.
The important point about this example is that
is not a simple adding up of modal subordinations as in (1) or (2). Hen e in a general a ount of modal intera tion di erent operations
on modal `ante edents' will have to be present.
This analysis of the linguisti data is quite ompatible with the analysis of modal subordination from, for example, (Roberts, 1989), (Frank
and Kamp, 1997), (Kibble, 1994). However, our
a ount diverges from these prede essors in important respe ts. First of all, we regard the
phenomena as examples of intera tion between
the modalities. We submit that the modalities ` ommuni ate' with one another and that
it is this ommuni ation that ontrols all the
interdependen ies noted in the examples. By
putting the blame so learly on the dynami s of
the modalities, we get rid of the smell of mystery about ases of modal subordination that
remains in other a ounts. Se ondly, we regard
modal subordination not as an isolated rarity,
that sometimes o urs, but rather as an example of a general phenomenon of intera tion between modal expressions. There always is su h
intera tion and sometimes this turns into a ase
of modal subordination. Thirdly, we will regard
the intera tion patterns between the modalities
as an instan e of an even more general phenomenon of semanti intera tion in dis ourse:
also quanti ers, temporal expressions, E-type
anaphors and dis ourse operators display intera tion patterns in ways similar to the intera tion of modalities. And the intera tion patterns
of these distin t kinds of operators an also be
mixed: for example, a tense operator an intera t with a modality, et . We postpone the
dis ussion of su h examples to se tion 3, but it
is lear that this makes the phenomena even less
ad ho and the results and te hniques of the pilot study even more relevant for the analysis of
dis ourse.

2 Classi ation of modal intera tion

The example above shows that a logi just overing modal subordination is not good enough
for a general a ount of modal intera tion in
dis ourse. We see, in the S hmidt example (3),
that other intera tion types are also available
and that it is only natural to regard them as
of the same kind as modal subordination. So,
the aim should be a logi that overs them all.
But this requires that we obtain some kind of
overview over the diversity of intera tion patterns that is involved. How omplex an things
get? For this purpose we have olle ted a orpus
of real life examples that we have investigated
for patterns of modal intera tion.3 During these
investigations we have on rmed our suspi ion
that modal intera tion in dis ourse is quite ommon. We have also seen that the patterns that
o ur are rather well behaved. They an all
be des ribed with a relatively small repertoire
of diagram-s hemes. Below we dis uss several
of the real life examples. This will give us a
han e to see in what kind of text we an expe t modal intera tion. During the dis ussion
of the examples we will also be in a position
to see the method of lassi ation-by-diagrams
at work. It seems to be a onvenient way to
introdu e the lassi ation-diagrams.
All the examples are from Times newspaper and the dates are as indi ated below the fragments.
The examples have
been olle ted from the Bank of English, at
http://titania. obuild. ollins. o.uk, using the free
demo option. We will represent the texts as
we found them in the orpus, in luding funny
symbols, su h as (/b), (h), (p). These symbols
are instru tions from the editor of Times to the
printer: we imagine that b, h, p, stand for bold,
header and paragraph, respe tively.

Politi s

Quite a few examples of modal intera tion o ur in spe ulations about what will happen in
politi s. We give an example in whi h a reader
of the Times responds to a letter that has appeared in a previous issue of the newspaper.

Fragment 1
on single urren y; Letter (/h) (b)
(/b) (p) From Mr D.J. Hallet (p) Sir,

3

Consult http://www.phil.uu.nl/keesv.

Matthew Parris (Mar h 13) indi ates
that we may be approa hing the time
when the di eren e in Parliament will
not be Left or Right but for Europe and
anti-Europe. (p) Apart from anything
else it might be a little more honest. (p)
Yours faithfully (p) D.J.Hallet (p) ...


3

i

3

j

(Times, 20 mar 96 )
In this fragment the writer onsiders the possibility of a situation i where the traditional distin tion between Left and Right in politi s is no
longer dominant.4 Then he mentions the possibility that this will in rease the honesty of the
politi al debate. We will denote this (truly) hypotheti al situation with j . All these options
are onsidered from the urrent situation, indiated by .
In this example  probably o-in ides with the
present situation|i.e. Mar h 20, 1996|in the
real world. In other fragments  is the situation
at stake at that point in the dis ourse. This
situation may not be the urrent, real world situation at all. Also, the urrent situation either
may be indi ated expli itly in the dis ourse, or
an be left impli it. In what follows we will
use  and generalise over su h di eren es in the
pre ise status of the urrent situation.5
In the diagram that follows the fragment we
have indi ated the relative positions of , i and
j : i has to be onsider as one option that is a essible from the urrent situation ; j is then
onsidered as an option given i. The transitions between the positions are labelled to indi ate the modality that links them. This way
we obtain a diagram in whi h distin t options
are onne ted by a pattern of labelled arrows.
This gives the rst example of how we use dia4
This situation will lie in the future, as indi ated,.
But we do not look at the tense operators here. A bit
more on tense is in se tion 3.
5
It may help to ompare the urrent situation to Rei henba h's referen e time.

grams to lassify the modal intera tion patterns
in dis ourse.
There might be some dis ussion about the
mat h of the diagram and the text of the example. In parti ular, one may wonder: is i really
distin t from j ? My guess is that the writer intends them to be situated at the same point in
time in the future. But that is not the dimension we are investigating here. We are thinking
about the modal status of i and j . It seems that
the writer (ironi ally) onsiders the in rease in
honesty as just one of the possibilities of the
disappearan e of the traditional Left-Right distin tion. Hen e, given i, j is but one of the
possibilities.
We see that this rst example is a real-life ase
of modal subordination. Modal subordination
orresponds to haining of arrows in the diagrams. This is one basi pattern we have to
keep in mind.

Gossip
Of ourse, also the so iety pages ontain a lot of
spe ulation, whi h gives rise to a lot of modal
intera tion in dis ourse. Here we quote an example about the possible out ome of negotiations about a divor e settlement for Charles and
Diana.

Fragment 2
not have the apital to raise 15m pound
20m pound. The pala e team is ertain, too, to point to the trust funds set
up for Diana by her father, who left an
89m pound will in 1992, although little
of his wealth went to the prin ess. (p) It
is also likely that any settlement would
in lude a on dentiality lause. `The
Du hess of York only got her way beause she threatened to go publi ,' said
Nash. `The pala e know what ould
happen if Diana published anything and
will be anxious to prevent that eventuality. (p) Prin ess Diana does not have
the
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(Times, 24 nov 95 )

As  we take the situation we found ourselves
in at the time the paper was published: there
is no settlement yet. Then the fragment introdu es the situation at whi h a settlement will be
onjured up and onsiders two points that ould
ome up in that situation: the inheritan e of
Diana's father and the need of a on dentiality
lause.
So, starting from , we are lead to a settlementdis ussion situation, i. It is then laimed that,
given i, the inheritan e business, j , will ertainly be brought up. Also given i, but independently from j , it seems, the likelihood of a
on dentiality lause, k, is laimed. This gives
us the four situations in the diagram and the
modal links as indi ated. Note that we do not
distinguish notationally between the modalities
ertain and likely: both have been indi ated by
2.
The two options j and k are not presented as
extensions of one another: they are both onsidered in the light of the settlement situation
i. Therefore the arrows to j and k both start
from i. This splitting of options is traditionally alled o-ordination in the literature on disourse stru ture. We will also use the term
bran hing.
It may be onfusing that two distin t situations
arising from i both an be onsidered likely-ifnot- ertain from the point of view of i. Yet,
this seems to be exa tly what the intera tion of
the modalities tells us. The fa t that, if both
j and k are ne essary extensions, they will undoubtedly be related-if-not-identi al situations,
is not due to the intera tion patterns involved,
but to independent fa ts about the semanti s of
modalities.

Sports

Perhaps surprisingly, also the sports se tion of
the Times produ es quite a few ni e examples
of modal intera tion. We dis overed that the
sports se tion is not just a se tion where the

main sporting events of the previous day are disussed on the basis of fa ts and (mat h) statisti s. It turns out that sports writers often indulge in looking ahead and spe ulating about
what is to ome. Here they do not restri t themselves to the sporting events themselves, but eagerly in lude spe ulations of a more `so ial' nature.

Fragment 4
Thames shares are selling at less than
seven times prospe tive earnings, little
more than the 6.7 per ent dividend
yield. Meanwhile, s ar ity value is pushing London Ele tri ity out of sight. It
may ome down to earth as potential foreign bidders ght shy of politi al exposure. Even then, the merger might only
make nan ial sense if London was the
bidder. Co-operation on servi es may
well show that North West's expe tations of savings are fan y, but should
help to squeeze operating osts. In any
ase, Thames needs to deal with its own
problems rst. Its diversi ations have
been among

Fragment 3
was about to be proudly presented to the
media, there was a tense delay as the
story spread that Fergus M Cann, the
hief exe utive, was nding the terms of
the ontra t una eptable. For the disillusioned multitude of supporters, who
had grown a ustomed to settling for
anything but the best, that would have
been the nal blow. (p) Cast in the unomfortable role of saviour, Thom initially responded in a highly positive manner, s oring twi e in ea h leg of the
Cup Winners' Cup tie against Dinamo
Batumi of Georgia. However, only two
goals have ome his way so far in the
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(Times, 18 nov 95 )
At the beginning of this fragment, we nd ourselves in situation : a situation in whi h Fergus
M Cann is about to be presented to the media.
Then there is a rumour: perhaps, he will not
sign. If this rumour would turn out to be true,
that would be the nal blow for the fans. Hen e
we have another ase where three situations are
des ribed: , i, and j and the modalities indiate their interrelation, as depi ted in the diagram.

Finan e

(Times, 1 nov 95)



Yet another sour e of examples is the nan ial
se tion. Here we nd a fair deal of spe ulation
about share prizes, take-over bids, et . Consider, for example:


m

Here we start from  and rst onsider the option that it will ` ome down to earth'|situation
i. The next situation onsidered in the dis ourse
is that the merger makes nan ial sense. This
situation, j say, is onsidered only in the event
that i has in fa t arisen. Hen e, we see a ase
of haining in the diagram. Now two options
are onsidered in the light of j : one that North
West's expe tations turn out to be fan y, situation k, the other that the merger helps squeeze
the osts, situation l. A fair amount of world
knowledge is missing here, I have to onfess, but
it seems safe to say that the two situations are
to be onsidered in parallel: it is the merger
( alled o-operation here) that would a ount
for the redu tion in operating osts, regardless

of the fan ifulness of the expe tations of savings. In the next step we nd a summation
over options: whatever turns out to be the ase,
Thames needs to deal with its problems. We estimate that the summation here is over k and l,
but we have to be areful here: perhaps an even
more drasti summation is intended.

In fa t ombinations of these three basi types
suÆ e, not only in the four examples we
mention here, but in all the (127) fragments
we have olle ted. And they also over the
intera tion of the S hmidt example, (3), above.
There the appropriate diagram is:

Overview

In these examples we see that there is a lot
of modal intera tion in dis ourse. And we see
that all kinds of topi s an serve as a trigger
for rather omplex forms of spe ulation: politi s, gossip, sports, nan e, . . . . This show that
the phenomenon we are onsidering de nitely is
not a rarity, only of interest to the arm hair semanti ists, but is an important topi worthy of
thorough investigation.
We have been able to des ribe the intera tion
patterns using diagrams. Although these diagrams an be ome quite omplex|as in fragment 4|, in all ases onsidered they an be
built up using only a small number of basi intera tion s hemes:6
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In the orpus investigations that we have arried out, there was only one fragment that suggested just one extra s heme for modal intera tion: negation. Consider the fragment below:

Fragment 5
British Gas, Tim Eggar, the Industry
Minister, said. (p) Calling for produ ers to open talks with British Gas about
pri e uts in response to a gas glut, he
signaled Government willingness to assist possibly by uts in the pound 170
million-a-year levy on gas produ tion
where spe i
elds might otherwise be
une onomi . He said that some US produ ers had been too in lined to onsult
lawyers rather than talk. He suggested
that they should take their share of the
responsibilities that went with parti ipation in the ` exible regime' that prevailed on the United Kingdom ontinental shelf.
(Times, 23 nov 95)
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In the s hemes we have indi ating all modalities by

3, but of ourse o urren es of 2 o ur as well, as is
lear from the examples.

Here it seems that some option j , that things
turn out to be une onomi , has to be onsidered in the ontext of the negation of situation
i, the situation that there are uts: if we do not
make uts, things might go wrong. This ould
be seen as eviden e that yet another s heme of
intera tion has to be added: negation of ontexts. But, alternatively we ould say that it

is not the intera tion of modalities that a ts as
a trigger for the negation in the example. Instead we an put the blame on the semanti s
of otherwise. Under this se ond view, otherwise
be omes an entry in the list of other linguisti
triggers of intera tion, of whi h we will say a
bit more in se tion 3 below. This se ond view
is rather tempting, in parti ular as there was
only one example in whi h a negation seemed
to operate on the ontexts.7
So, it seems that there are natural bounds on
the abundan e of intera tion in dis ourse: they
an all be des ribed using the three types of diagram mentioned above. Of these three types,
haining and bran hing are quite ommon. Phenomena of summation are quite rare. This suggests that we ould also try to `explain summation away.' But it seems that the few examples
of summation that we did nd are very natural,
indeed. This makes it undesirable to try and explain those ases in another way. Furthermore,
there is another potential explanation for the
la k of summation examples in our orpus: the
fragments we are onsidering ould be just too
short to allow for de ent ases of summation.

Some fa t and gures
In our investigations we have looked for examples of modal intera tion in Times newspaper.
We have done this by sear hing the Bank of English (http://titania. obuild. ollins. o.uk), using
key words: might, would, probable, likely and
may. For ea h key word the Bank provides disourse fragments in whi h the key word o urs.
We have onsistently taken the rst examples
that ame up, limiting ourselves to approximately 25 fragments per key word. This `random' sele tion of dis ourse fragments resulted in
an example of modal intera tion in more than
one out of three ases, learly on rming that
modal intera tion is a ommon phenomenon.8
In the investigation of the fragments we have restri ted ourselves to intera tion between modal
expressions. Other kinds of intera tion ( f. se tion 3) have not yet been onsidered. Also more
7
There were many more examples with negations, of
ourse. The ru ial thing is that here the ontext i seems
to be negated.
8
Although all examples of modal intera tion were
found using these sear h keys, in some of the examples
the key itself was not involved in the intera tion that we
noti ed in the fragment.

involved questions have not yet been onsidered,
e.g. omparing the numbers of ombinations of
2-2 hains with the number of 3-2 hains, intera tion with dis ourse stru ture et . We have
not been very ambitious in this stage about the
pre ise orresponden e between the modalities
in the diagrams and their lexi al realisation in
the texts: we just made a rough, intuitive distin tion between 2-like and 3-like modalities.
The table below sums up some of the
numbers involved. We suggest a look at
http://www.phil.uu.nl/keesv for more details
about the orpus.
key
might
probable
would
likely
may

total
25
25
25
26
26
127

intera tion
10
13
12
8
6
49

3 Other types of intera tion

In this se tion we point brie y at the relation
with other important phenomena in the semanti s of dis ourse. First we look at quanti ational subordination. It seems that quanti ers in dis ourse intera t in very mu h the
same way as modal expressions. This is not
a new observation. And it also is not surprising, given the well-established semanti orresponden e between quanti ers and modalities
( f. (van Benthem, 1985)). But it on rms that
the intera tion of modalities is not an isolated
atro ity: it is an instan e of general patterns of
intera tion in dis ourse.
We give some examples parallel to (1) and (2)
above.
(4) (It started to rain.)
Some people ame in.
Most (of them) had
no umbrella.
Some did not even have a
rain oat.
(5) (It started to rain.)
Some people ame in.
Some of them had
no umbrella.
Some (others) were afraid
to at h a old.

We see that (4) is just like (1) and that (5) is
very similar to (2). Good approximations in a
standard approa h to (generalised) quanti ation would be as follows.9
(4) Some(p; )
^ Most(p ^ ; u)
^ Some(p ^ ^ u; r )
(5) Some(p; )
^ Some(p ^ ; u)
^ Some(p ^ ; a)
This shows how the a umulation of material
in the restri tor of the quanti ers works along
the same lines as the a umulation of material
in the onditions of the impli ations above. It
also shows that there is no nesting of quantiers involved. We have dis ussed su h examples
in (Vermeulen, 1997).10 The similarities with
the patterns of intera tion of quanti ers are so
strong that an a ount of modal intera tion an
be onverted immediately into an a ount of the
quanti ational dependen ies.
E-type anaphora seems to be yet another related phenomenon.11 In fa t, E-types are very
mu h like the examples of quanti ational intera tion that we saw above. The di eren e is
that in the E-type examples the quanti er tends
to remain impli it. Consider the following ase.
(6) (It started to rain.)
Some people ame in.
They had no umbrella.
They did not even have a rain oat.
Some(p; ) ^ All(p ^ ; u) ^ All(p ^ ^ u; r)
This example looks just like a ases of quanti ational subordination, ex ept for the fa t
that the All-quanti ers are impli it. Even more
examples of intera tion are provided by tense
operators in dis ourse. And as even further
examples of the phenomenon we ould look at
operators su h as otherwise, mentioned above.
In all it seems lear that, not only is modal
intera tion an appropriate generalisation of
modal subordination: we also should make a
9

As we are interested in the general patterns the
names involved do not really matter. Still, it might be
helpful to read: p as people; as omers-in; u as umbrellaless; r as rain- oat-less; a as afraid.
10
The e e ts are also mentioned earlier, for example,
in (Gawron et al., 1992) and (Roberts, 1989).
11
See (Evans, 1980) for dis ussion.

generalisation from modal operators to other
dis ourse operators.
Finally we note that there are also mixed examples, where di erent types of operators intera t.
It is not diÆ ult to nd lots of examples in our
orpus, but let's sti k to an arti ial example in
line with (4) and (5) above.
(7) It ould be a rainy day.
Then most people would ome inside.
They may not have an umbrella.
Some will not even have a rain oat.
Or they are simply afraid
that they will at h a old.

4 Con lusion

In this paper we have reported on a orpus
study into modal intera tion, a notoriously omplex phenomenon in dis ourse semanti s. We
have submitted that patterns of intera tion exist between all kinds of expressions. Among the
examples we nd: modals, quanti ers, E-type
anaphors. Hen e the situation is so omplex
that we ould really bene t from serious orpus
investigations to get a proper estimate of the
omplexities involved. Here we have only made
a rst step in this dire tion: investigation the
modal intera tion in a small orpus.
Based on the intera tion patterns we a tually
nd in the orpus investigations, we an then
ome up with serious proposals for a logi to
analyse and represent the phenomena. Su h
a des ription logi will have to have the right
kind of expressive power.12 Sofar our investigations lead to the provisional on lusion that
the intera tions follow a rather limited number
of s hemes. And hen e we may hope for a reasonable bound on the omplexity of the logi al
des riptions required. This makes the sear h for
a good des ription logi look like a worthwhile
task for future resear h.
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